Abstract-The UNIX operating system was developed in a friendly, collaborative environment without any particular predefined objectives. As it entered less friendly environments, expanded its functionality, and became the basis for commercial, infrastructure, and home systems, vulnerabilities in the system affected its robustness and security. This paper presents a brief history of UNIX vulnerabilities, beginning with a report written in 1981-1983, but never published. It examines how the nature of vulnerabilities has (and has not) changed since then, and presents some thoughts on the future of vulnerabilities in the UNIX operating system and its variants and other UNIXlike systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1981, computer security was not considered a mainstream subdiscipline of computer science. Indeed, only a few practitioners and faculty specialized in that area. Many academic institutions considered it intellectually uninteresting and a non-academic specialty. The perception of the intricacies and importance of computer security has changed since then. Now there are specialized degrees in information assurance; there is for example a U.S. program, the Centers of Excellence program run by the U.S. Departments of Defense and Homeland Security, to highlight the importance of the discipline. There is considerable discussion about how to integrate security and assurance into the mainstream computer science curriculum.
At this point, a short discussion of terms will save much confusion. Computer security is that subdiscipline of computer science that concerns itself with the security properties that a particular system must have; specifically, the appropriateness of those properties (embodied in a security policy), and how those properties are realized in practice through both technological and procedural means (the security mechanisms). Assurance is the degree of confidence that a system or program will function as described by a set of specifications (which may be formal or informal). Thus, a system can have high assurance and weak security if the requirements and the resulting specifications do not include security requirements and specifications. This paper discusses a specific aspect of security and assurance. It does not discuss elements of policy, or policy composition, or even the proper definition of policy. Instead, it focuses on a particular category of security holes or vulnerabilities for the UNIX 1 operating system. Because of the natural evolution of systems over the years that this paper spans, I construe the terms "UNIX" and "UNIX operating system" liberally, to include UNIX-like systems such as Linux.
A report I wrote in 1981, and expanded in 1983, motivates this reflection. 2 That report presented several UNIX security vulnerabilities, and discussed their causes and how to fix them or, where no fixes were available, how to ameliorate them. It was circulated among computer security researchers, system administrators, and developers of UNIX systems, but was never published. This paper examines UNIX vulnerabilities, and their impact on UNIX security, in three periods that are roughly chronological (but with quite a bit of overlap; thus, I have resisted the temptation to assign dates). It starts with the state of the art in the beginning, up to and through the time my report was written. It then discusses the evolution of UNIX security during the middle period, roughly up to the present time. Next, it considers the future: where are we going, what we have done incompletely or incorrectly, and (most importantly) what have we done right. Finally, it concludes with some reflections on vulnerabilities and security.
II. THE PAST
Peter Salus' A Quarter Century of UNIX [1] documents the history of the UNIX operating system well. Bell Laboratories was one of the participants in the Multics project [2] , but withdrew. Because of this, one of the programmers, Ken Thompson, began writing a new operating system. He was joined by Dennis Ritchie and others. The result became UNIX. 3 The basic security policy that UNIX systems implemented arose from the environment in which it was developed. In the friendly laboratory where Ritchie, Thompson, and others worked, "security" consisted of ensuring that one user did not accidentally overwrite another user's files, or read something the first user considered private. Further, the precise nature of the prohibitions-for example, whether the system directories were to be altered only by system administrators-were left up to each site. Dennis Ritchie summed this up when he wrote that "UNIX was not developed with security, in any realistic sense, in mind" [3] .
Users and system administrators were reasonably knowledgeable about computer systems and computing in general. The brevity of UNIX commands (most of which were two characters long) the use of options to tailor the functioning and output of many programs, and the terseness of error messages (the most famous of which was undoubtedly the ed editor's '?'), were accepted as assets-or at least as acceptable annoyances. 4 UNIX systems were networked by telephoning one another, or using local area networks that were isolated from other networks. Users generally encountered networks when they moved files from one system to another, sent email, or read the USENET news. Further, access to the ARPAnet was restricted to government organizations, research laboratories, and academic institutions. Each site set its own policy on who was allowed to access its systems, and how.
In short, UNIX was designed to implement a friendly security policy, appropriate for environments in which users wanted to collaborate and not attack one another.
Indeed, computer security had not yet reached a level of prominence; the only well-known project that explicitly included security considerations in its design was Multics [5] . The Ware report [6] , which first raised the problem of computer security, was released in 1970, and the Anderson report [7] two years later. Two studies of vulnerabilities in operating systems, the RISOS study [8] and the Program Analysis study [9] , discussed problems with operating systems; the former in order to help managers assess the systems they were considering acquiring, and the latter to develop ways to automate the detection of security flaws. Both considered the UNIX operating system, among others.
At this time, few papers were written primarily about UNIX security. The best-known was Dennis Ritchie's "On the Security of UNIX" [3] . Another focused on writing setuid programs [10] . A third, presented as an abstract, focused on improving UNIX security [11] , and a fourth discussed security aspects of implementing UUCP [12] . Morris and Thompson's paper on UNIX password security [13] concluded that the UNIX password protection algorithm was cryptographically strong, given the current capabilities of systems. Beyond those, the USENET news groups contained information about peoples' experiences (both pleasant and unpleasant). Most information was transmitted informally from colleague to colleague. 4 But see Norman's paper [4] .
A. Vulnerabilities
That was the background in which I wrote the report. It examined flaws in a number of UNIX systems, and considered problems arising from the user and system programs, as well as from configuration issues.
The report described 21 vulnerabilities grouped into 6 categories.
The first category, Setuid Problems, focused on the change of privilege afforded by the UNIX setuid mechanism. The six problems were split between configuration problems and programming problems, with an emphasis on the latter. Essentially, all the problems arose from failing to restrict privileged processes, and the safeguards suggested several approaches to doing this.
The category on Trojan horses emphasized this, and the issue of misplaced trust. The first problem pointed out the need to ensure that naming a program named the right one, and not an unknown program with the same name. The second examined whether one entered data to the desired program, or to one that simply provided an interface identical to the desired program. Both of these were configuration issues, although the solution for the second requires changes to the system.
Terminal Troubles referred to the connection of devices to the system, and what could happen when those devices interacted with the system in unexpected ways. The first problem involved how the system reacted to unexpected changes in the connection, for example putting the connection into raw mode. The next two problems involved the interface within the device itself, the second being what the human saw and the third reprogramming programmable functioned on the device. Again, the root of these problems were configuration issues.
The fourth category dealt with network and remote mail problems. The first was a classic failure to properly constrain remote users, commands, and programs. Doing so involved both programming and configuration changes. The second and third were, purely and simply, a failure to perform adequate checking in the code, resulting in files being sent to the wrong system or confidential information being exposed. The last used a failure to constrain ownership to allow users to give away files, and thereby evade disk quota limitsagain, a failure to properly constrain programs.
Design Problems presented several flaws that arise from design errors. Some, such as the first one, were fairly trivial and easy to fix (one line of programming). Others, such as the second, required a redesign of the relevant part of the program. Still others, such as the third, required that the entire design of the interface of the program be rethought because the problem was inherent in the way the interface (or rather, the combination of several interfaces) worked. These all illustrated the importance of good design.
Miscellaneous Problems reviewed four problems that, at the time the report was written, seemed not to fit into the earlier categories. The first required a simple programmatic fix to distinguish between two types of data (metadata, specifically the "From" line added to the top of emails, and user-entered data). The second was best characterized as an artifact of providing user-level access to low-level (raw) disk data. The problem can be ameliorated by appropriate configuration of permissions. The third used a prohibition against executing files that are being read to provide a denial of service attack, and the fourth relied on the failure of UNIX to limit certain resources to crash the system.
B. Summary
The UNIX operating system was not designed to be secure. Indeed, its goals were general, and in part because of this, it had vulnerabilities. The report described 21 vulnerabilities, ranging from some caused by poor programming to others caused by erroneous assumptions about the environment in which the system would be used. Some were a product of design decisions that benefited the flexibility and power of UNIX; others were simple errors.
One of the goals of writing the report was to make the community aware of the problems, in the hopes that they would be fixed and that the state of UNIX vulnerability analysis would improve. The next section examines whether it has.
III. FROM THE PAST TO THE PRESENT System security develops in one of two ways. Either the system is designed to be secure with respect to a particular environment and set of criteria, or the system is simply used, and security mechanisms added as the need arises. Which path is followed affects the vulnerabilities of the system.
The history of UNIX security follows both paths. When I wrote my report, two academic versions of UNIX were in widespread use: Version 7 UNIX and a variant developed by the Computer Science Research Group at the University of California at Berkeley; this variant was called the "Berkeley Software Distribution" or BSD for short. AT&T Bell Laboratories had begun to develop UNIX System III, intended for commercial use, and researchers had begun developing variants with greater degrees of security (such as LINUS [11] and Secure Xenix [14] ). In addition, some vendors and research groups worked on systems with UNIXlike interfaces, but designed with security as a primary goal [15, 16] .
Vulnerabilities continued to be found, and were discussed among researchers and system administrators. However, no formal means of communication or centralized information resource of contact points existed until the Internet worm of 1988. When the worm struck, both MIT (on whose system the worm was introduced) and Berkeley (developers of several specific programs the worm used to spread) analyzed it to develop countermeasures. Because neither group knew one another, establishing communications so they could cooperate required a trusted intermediary.
Numerous papers have described the history, and consequences, of the worm [17] - [22] . Of greatest interest here is the establishment of the Computer Emergency Response Team, or CERT, at the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie-Mellon University. CERT maintained a list of contact points for installations 5 so system administrators would be able to find out the contact at remote sites should the need arise. CERT also began releasing "Advisories" that described vulnerabilities, in order to alert system administrators of potential security problems. Later, CERT made "vulnerability notes" available to describe problems more thoroughly than in the advisories; these often gave additional helpful details. In general, CERT avoided describing how to exploit vulnerabilities; it merely noted their existence.
Perhaps the most consequential change with respect to security was the emergence of UNIX from a research environment, where it was used in collegial environments, into commercial, governmental, and infrastructure environments. Those environments were much less benign; indeed, some were quite hostile. Further, the population of users grew from system administrators and users knowledgeable in computer science to include those much less sophisticated, and in many cases with little to no experience with UNIX. Thus, what was, in the research environment, an elegant user and programming environment, was now an environment that many found difficult to use.
This affected security in several ways. First, as the environments that UNIX functioned in were no longer benign, it had to be adapted in order to meet the security needs of the new environments. Restrictive environments that discouraged sharing ran counter to UNIX's lack of design requirements; in fact, UNIX "was not designed to meet any predefined objectives" [23, p. 373] . While this made UNIX adaptable, its very adaptability required an interface susceptible to change. This is antithetical to the design of secure systems, into which security must be designed in from the beginning, and not added as an afterthought.
The environments, and therefore the policies, varied widely. The commercial environment tended to stress integrity over confidentiality. The governmental environment tended to stress confidentiality over integrity. But attributes of both were crucial to each environment. Further, with the rise of various networks, remote access to UNIX systems increased. Indeed, the first RFC about security [24] , released in 1983, stressed the need to choose passwords that are difficult to guess, and not to make widely available the telephone numbers that gave access to the ARPAnet (because the TIPs 6 did not use passwords).
Originally, the ARPAnet was not designed to be secure, in the sense that its protocols and systems were to be locked down; indeed, the network was seen as a mechanism for sharing. As use of the protocols expanded beyond the original environment in which they were developed, the assumptions upon which the network's security was based no longer held. It, and various other networks evolved, joined into interconnected networks (or internets), and expanded their access and accessibility. In the early 1990s, the interconnected networks became "the Internet," and available to everyday people in the guise of the World Wide Web.
The relevance of this evolution is that no longer could a single network assert a particular policy over all systems that connected to that network. Indeed, the conflict of policiesfor example, when one network allows only trusted users be able to access it, yet must remain connected to the Internet-requires that the restrictive policy be reconciled with one allowing anyone access to the Internet. Usually, the restrictive network tries to isolate itself by requiring all who access it be vetted at the entry point, for example by a firewall. This introduced another class of vulnerabilitiesthose arising from disparate policies being composed.
A. Vulnerabilities
All these factors influenced the discovery of UNIX vulnerabilities, and how the community reacted to them. Although specific vulnerabilities were eliminated, the underlying causes of those vulnerabilities remained, and in fact many new vulnerabilities bore a striking resemblance to earlier ones.
Problems with setuid, or privileged, programs continued. These vulnerabilities all arose from a failure to apply the Principle of Least Privilege [25] . Out of these problems grew the notion of "secure programming."
The term "secure programming" is a misnomer. Security is defined by a security policy, and so "secure programming" should refer to programs that implement or honor a policy. The term is used instead to mean programs that cannot be "broken" or forced to perform "non-secure" actions, without specifying what those terms mean. A much better term is "robust," which means that the program will not terminate abnormally or perform unexpected actions. Thus, this style of programming will prevent many problems that often lead to violations of most security policies-the canonical buffer overflow that can be used to augment authorized privileges, for example.
Several early papers discuss security implications of programming on UNIX systems [10, 26, 27] . In 1996, the paper "Checking for Race Conditions in File Accesses" [28] pointed out that the semantics of system calls could be used to look for a specific type of race condition. Many papers on automated source code scanning followed (see [29] for a discussion of publicly available tools). Researchers developed many innovative techniques to detect and fix problems in programs that often led to security vulnerabilities [30] - [33] .
Equally important has been the proliferation of information about poor, and good, coding practices. These practices often target the C and C++ programming languages because they are widely used in both operating systems development and applications. Books on UNIX security often discuss good programming practices [34] - [37] , and others discuss it more generally, in the context of secure design [38] - [40] .
Unfortunately, non-robust coding continues to be a problem. A check of the National Vulnerability Database for "overflow" problems dated 2009 gives 45 such vulnerabilities; "race condition" problems dated 2009 gives 20.
The ability of applications level programs to function correctly depends upon the correctness of the services that those programs rely on: the libraries, compilers, translators, operating systems, and other infrastructure support. My report used Ritchie's description of Thompson's C compiler 7 modifications to make this point. Thompson provided more details in his Turing Award address [41] . However, when the infrastructure itself is under the control of untrustworthy or unknown entities-for example, when resolving a network address relies on information in a remote database-relying on the infrastructure poses a security threat. In 1996 and 1997, for example, CERT reported that attackers were using corrupted data introduced into DNS servers to compromise systems [42, 43] .
Trojan horses continue to be a serious vulnerability, especially with the coming of the Internet. The search path problem, in various guises, continued to affect systems into the late 1990s (see for example the loadmodule problem [44] ). In the early to mid-1990s, as UNIX systems incorporated dynamic loading, new environment variables defined search paths for libraries. These led to other compromises in which users could define their own versions of standard functions and, by manipulation of appropriate environment variables, force their versions to be loaded [45, 46] .
The problem is that the exposure of users to untrustworthy sites, such as rogue web sites, enables them to download untrustworthy executables from the web. Perhaps the most pernicious was a modification to tcp wrappers that enabled attackers to gain access to any system on which it was installed by connecting to the system from port 421 [ To counter this type of attack, researchers have developed restrictive environments. Beginning with the restricted shell and the chroot(2) system call, and continuing with the jail(2) system call, UNIX has rediscovered the virtual machine as a technique for security isolation. This will not prevent malicious code from causing problems, but it will confine the locus of the damage-provided the isolation mechanisms are effective. Thus, assuring and preserving the integrity of the virtual machine monitors, and hypervisors, has become another area of research.
Devices continue to plague systems with vulnerabilities. Many vulnerabilities have arisen from a failure to protect devices adequately. For example, in the early 1990s, Sun systems had a built-in microphone that could be turned on remotely-a perfect eavesdropping device [50] . The most recently publicized device vulnerability involved a modification to an Apple Aluminum Keyboard [51] . The attack (which actually works for other devices, too) enables an attacker to embed malicious code into the keyboard via a firmware update, thus reprogramming it. This is the same attack as the reprogramming of the Ann Arbor Ambassador function keys discussed in example 11 of my report-only the delivery mechanism has been changed.
Network security has become a critical component of protecting systems, and vulnerabilities in network services, programs, and libraries pose a serious threat to systems. UNIX is no exception. Vulnerabilities began with the earliest distributions of network services (for example, the Internet worm [18] used these to spread). The flaws include a failure to check input, as in example 12 of my report (see vulnerabilities in CGI programs [52, 53] for examples)-SQL injection attacks fall into this class, errors in configuration allowing access to data that should be protected (such as in NFS [54] ), and buffer overflows and race conditions, including some in security programs [55, 56] .
Designers often incorporate security considerations in the design of a program or system. The requirements and environment in which the program is to be used drive these considerations. But the program may be put to a different use, in a different environment, and with different requirements. A good example is the assumption that a network connection originating from a port number less than 1024 comes from a trusted process-on UNIX systems, only root can initiate such a connection. Programs that make this assumption are flawed in design, because this convention is particular to UNIX. Other systems allow any user to initiate such a connection. Worse, even if the remote system is a UNIX system, the local system administrators may not trust the people authorized to become the root user on the remote system! Perhaps the most serious design flaw in UNIX is the existence of the superuser, root-it violates the Principle of Least Privilege. The user who adds printers and users to a system should not have the power to terminate other users' processes; yet in UNIX, the superuser performs both functions. The powers given to the superuser in UNIX should be partitioned among other system administrator accounts on systems designed to meet security requirements with high assurance (such as the DG/UX system [16] ).
As a second, consider the Principle of Separation of Privilege [25] . This principle states that access to protected resources should be based on satisfying multiple criteria. The UNIX system, however, simply requires the user to know the password to root in order to acquire superuser power, and thus access to all resources and data on the system. Berkeley UNIX attempted to solve this problem by a combination of mechanisms. First, terminals could be designated as "secure," and system administrators could log in as root only from those terminals. Second, in order to acquire superuser powers, the user not only needed to know root's password, but also had to be a member of a specific group (wheel) with group ID 0. Thus, access to the superuser account required both the password and either access to a secure terminal or membership in a group that had a group ID of 0 [57] .
As a third and final design problem, consider how UNIX handles file accesses. Access is checked only when a file is opened; it is not checked when a process reads or writes a file. Thus, a process can open a file, the owner can then deny all other users access, and yet the process will be able to read the file. 8 This violates the Principle of Complete Mediation [25] , which requires that all accesses to objects be checked when each access is attempted. A possible reason that UNIX did not implement this may be that the overhead was considered too high; nevertheless, this is a design error from the point of view of security. This design decision persists in current UNIX systems.
B. Summary
With one exception-example 8-the specific vulnerabilities described in my report have been fixed on all versions of UNIX that I am familiar with. 9 However, none of the problems underlying those vulnerabilities have been corrected. Indeed, many later vulnerabilities were very similar to the ones in the report, allowing for changes in technology. Further, these problems persist to this day; the Apple Aluminum Keyboard attack described above was reported in June of this year. Similar vulnerabilities have been found in other systems 10 .
IV. TO THE FUTURE
The future for UNIX vulnerabilities is either bright or bleak, depending on whether one is optimistic or pessimistic.
First, the pessimistic view. We have known about the root causes of many of the UNIX vulnerabilities found so far-as fast as the vulnerabilities are fixed, new ones emerge, often with the same root cause. Further, despite our best efforts at patching, zero-day attacks ensure that some patches are released too late. To fix these problems requires not simply fixing UNIX systems-and there are so many of them!-but also changing the way programmers, developers, managers, and users view security. There is thus far little evidence that we can do so effectively. So, the situation is hopeless-but we must muddle on, doing the best we can.
The optimistic view admits there are serious problems, but that there are realistic ways to improve the situation, and in fact that it is improving. That we see so many vulnerabilities means we are better at locating them, and detecting attacks that exploit them. Further, as noted earlier, we know how to fix, and prevent, many of the causes of security problems. The next step is to figure out how to ensure these methods are used.
There is considerable discussion about how to make security pervasive throughout a computer science curriculum. In particular, the goal of having all computer science students learn basic techniques of robust ("secure") programming is not enough; the students must apply these techniques throughout their educational and professional careers, so that they become as much second nature as proper writing. Assuming employers are willing to support the application of these techniques, one class of vulnerabilities-those arising from programming errors-will diminish. This means that the number of vulnerabilities in new programs will be less than those of programs written earlier, and the types of vulnerabilities that are found will change. Ideally, buffer overflows will become a thing of the past, and input validation will be the norm. And with an increased understanding of the importance of security and the need to provide security to customers, sellers of software will use software development methodologies amenable to security.
Additional pressure will arise as more and more vendors and consumers come into contact with UNIX systems. They will purchase systems such as Apple computers, and acquire Linux and BSD clones. They will interact with UNIX systems supporting network services such as web servers. UNIX systems will be part of the infrastructure that they use, and the security of a nation's infrastructure depends on the security of the computers that control it. New infrastructures will bring with them the need for new computers, and if the past is indeed prologue, many of these will be some version of UNIX. Perhaps consumer pressure, and the fear of embarrassment or alienating customers with repeated patches, will help companies decide to adopt security-enhancing design, development, and testing methods.
One such method is to use UNIX as the basis for the development of special-purpose systems. General-purpose systems are hard to make secure because they are designed to meet a variety of goals, most of which have nothing to do with security. Hence they are relatively unconstrained because one defines what must be disallowed (i.e., is bad) and allows everything else. A special-purpose system, on the other hand, focuses on a set of specific tasks. Thus, it is possible to define what must be allowed (i.e., is good) and disallow everything else. The latter conforms to the secure design Principle of Fail-Safe Defaults [25] , and hence is preferable when developing systems that are intended to be secure. Further, applying rigorous assurance techniques to special-purpose systems is easier than doing so to general-purpose systems, providing another reason why specialization of systems is beneficial.
A second such technique would be to apply some of the methodologies used to develop high-assurance systems, but less rigorously. Indeed, many of the secure software development life-cycle models do this. These approaches all begin by defining the goals of the program or system, including the relevant parts of the environment and the assumptions being made (this corresponds to the specification step in formal methods). The goals are then broken down into subgoals, and the successful achievement of those subgoals compose the successful achievement of the goal. This forms the overall, highest-level design of the program. Then each subgoal is decomposed further, always keeping track of the correspondence between the subgoal and each step in the program. Implementation follows; each routine has preconditions and postconditions specified and the programmer ensures that the routine's input satisfies the preconditions, and that its output satisfies the postconditions. Done informally, this discipline can materially improve the quality of programs and software in general, and eliminate many problems.
Even for the optimist, the view is not one of monotonic improvement. Getting groups to work together to improve the state of the art as described above is a monumental task, and one fraught with difficulties. Existing UNIX systems will not disappear, and the legacy programs on them will continue to exhibit vulnerabilities. Thus, UNIX vulnerabilities will not go away, even if everything hoped for in the previous paragraphs comes to pass.
Both the optimist and the pessimist see change. The pessimist sees things getting worse, and has little hope of anything improving, but admits we cannot cease trying. The optimist sees hope in the flood of information and increasing understanding of basic principles of robust programming, assurance, and computer security. Perhaps Dorothy Parker's poem Résumé [59] best reconciles these two disparate points of view:
Razors pain you; Rivers are damp; Acid stains you; And drugs cause cramps. Guns aren't lawful; Nooses give; Gas smells awful; You might as well live.
V. REFLECTIONS AND CONCLUSION
This paper focused only on UNIX vulnerabilities. It did not discuss aspects of policy because the report did not discuss them. But policy implicitly underlies the discussion in this paper and in the report, because policy determines whether something is a vulnerability.
Consider buffer overflows. Buffer overflows are a good example of something that may, or may not, be a security vulnerability. If I write a program with a buffer overflow, and I then exploit it, I have not breached security because I always have the right to my own privileges. If there is a setuid program with a buffer overflow, and I exploit it, I probably have breached security because I do not have the right to superuser privileges; thus, the buffer overflow allows me to add unauthorized privileges, which most security policies consider a breach of security. In this paper, as in the report, I have assumed a generic policy that bars me from acquiring unauthorized privileges. But it is appropriate to re-emphasize the role of the security policy in the definition of vulnerabilities.
Reflecting back over the time since I wrote my report, I have not been surprised by the changes, and lack of changes. At the time, I expected that the vulnerabilities identified in the report would be fixed (although I must admit it took much longer than I expected). I also expected that UNIX systems would continue to have vulnerabilities, both in the existing system and as a result of adding new software and hardware. This has indeed happened.
I hoped that more focus on developing high-assurance systems would ameliorate the problems. I believed that systems designed and implemented with security as a consideration (as was Multics, for example) would have many fewer vulnerabilities than the systems that existed at the time, such as UNIX. I also expected that this development would proceed very slowly, both because of the inability to define "security" to the required degree of precision in many installations, and because each installation would have its own security policy. I hoped there would be enough overlap to allow systems to be developed that would provide the needed level of security. Alas, the problem has proven more difficult than it seemed to me as a graduate student of that time.
One factor that I did not expect, or indeed even think of, at the time is the application of the principles of high-assurance system development to more informal environments-specifically, robust ("secure") programming and software development. To a purist, this is probably a distressing watering-down of mathematically rigorous (or semirigorous) techniques in ways that reduce their effectiveness. Guilty. But the application of these techniques, watereddown though they be, is an improvement in the current state of the art of programming and system development. Further, influential bodies such as governments and many commercial firms are encouraging their use. Rather than being distressed, the optimist (of which I am one) thinks this is a delightful improvement over the state of affairs 25 years ago, or even 10 years ago.
So there is hope. Our understanding of UNIX vulnerabilities is improving. We are learning how to detect them and how to build systems that have far fewer vulnerabilities. But UNIX vulnerabilities are with us, and will not go away. The nature of these vulnerabilities can lead us toward reducing their number, but the very general nature of UNIX means that keeping its flexibility and eliminating all vulnerabilities is infeasible.
VI. ABOUT THE REPORT
The first version of this report was written in mid-1981. Feedback from several people, especially my advisor, Prof. Dorothy Denning, helped me greatly improve the quality of discussion and suggested mitigations, and develop the version contained in these proceedings. Because the report was written in troff, it has been converted to L A T E X using the IEEE Proceedings style and bibliographic formats. This style has two columns, so some lines in the examples were split in order to prevent running into the margin and the other column. Beyond that, everything remains the same (including some spelling and grammar errors).
This report was widely circulated to developers of various versions of, and various extensions to, the UNIX operating system, and to system administrators and researchers. It was never published, for reasons that are too complex to discuss here. Part of the reason was the "cookbook" nature of the vulnerabilities. The descriptions were detailed enough to enable the reader to reconstruct the attack, and so presented a danger to existing UNIX systems. Recently, Dr. Sean Peisert attempted to reconstruct these attacks for his Ph.D. dissertation [60] , and had to use versions of the UNIX operating system that were at least 10 years old (and, for most of the vulnerabilities, systems older than that). So, the specific attacks no longer work. But, as discussed above, many are similar to existing attacks that do work.
The report contains one point that requires clarification. Section IIA, example 6, describes a vulnerability in the login program of Version 6 UNIX. Several years after the report was written, Bob Morris contacted me and said that the distributed version of Version 6 UNIX did not have this login bug. 11 It was, however, widely reported and discussed at the time, so I suspect some version of UNIX did have it. It also is a good example of the effects of a buffer overflow vulnerability. As a historian is reputed to have said when told by a veteran that his description of part of the battle 11 He is correct; the sources for UNIX Version 6 made available by the USENIX Association do not show this security hole. I appreciate Bob Morris' pointing this out to me, and give my apologies to all those who were embarrassed by this.
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Abstract-As the UNIX operating system becomes more widely used, considerations of operating system security and data integrity become more and more important. Unfortunately, UNIX has deficiencies in this regard. This note describes several ways of violating the protection mechanisms provided by UNIX, and where appropriate suggests solutions. REFLECTION, n. An action of the mind whereby we obtain a clearer view of our relation to the things of yesterday and are able to avoid the perils that we shall not again encounter.
Ambrose Bierce [1] I. INTRODUCTION
The UNIX † operating system [2] is one of the most popular operating systems currently available. Its simplicity, elegance, and power have led to its use in most academic institutions, and as a basis for many commercial operating systems. Indeed, a commercial version of UNIX, known as UNIX-III, has recently been released by AT&T for commercial use. In short, UNIX and UNIX-like systems have become commonplace in the world of computing.
One very important question which must be asked about any operating system concerns its security. To what extent does it protect data from unintended disclosure or destruction? How difficult is it for a malicious user to interfere with other users' activities? It is a fairly common belief that UNIX does a reasonable job in these areas; unfortunately, details of specific weaknesses have generally been passed by word of mouth, or each installation has had to discover them by experience. We hope that this note will improve the communication of this "hearsay" information.
Two comments are in order. First, this note is not written as criticism of UNIX design; on the contrary, we feel that the UNIX operating system is among the best we have used. UNIX was developed and designed for friendly environments, where the only threats were from accidents; the controls provided are more than sufficient to handle these cases. But as UNIX moves away from the research community, into the academic computing center and the commercial world, the environment in which it is used can no longer be assumed to be friendly. It is for the administrators and system programmers of these sites that this note is intended.
A problem in writing any document such as this is determining which UNIX system to write about. There are a very large number of UNIX systems in use today; although this note was written
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† UNIX is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories with two particular systems 1 in mind, much of what it discusses is applicable to other UNIX systems. Each of these systems has its own characteristics and quirks. This note includes methods of breaching security which are known to work on at least one version. (We are most familiar with Berkeley UNIX, but have used both Version 6 and Version 7 UNIX as well.) The specific versions on which each problem exists are not identified explicitly, because invariably every installation will modify the distributed version of UNIX to meet local needs, and so what would work on one system might not work on another. We have tried to provide enough information so that determining whether or not a particular method would work at a particular UNIX installation does not require trying it (although for most of these methods, testing is the best way). We have described some incidents where these methods were used, or attempted; unless otherwise stated, these are incidents that we know of first hand, or which have been described by systems administrators or systems programmers on the system where the breach, or attempted breach, occurred.
One more point deserves mention. The UNIX operating system is much simpler than most operating systems. Basically, it consists of a process manager, an I/O system, and a file system [3] ; everything else, such as network programs, mailers, and other programs usually associated with a kernel, is built on top of the kernel. For this reason, security problems are usually a product of non-kernel programs interacting with the kernel, or are from nonkernel programs entirely. Thus, although UNIX usually refers only to the operating system, in this note we use it to refer to programs which run under that operating system. This document assumes that the reader is familiar with basic UNIX concepts, such as redirecting output and what a shell is. 2 The superuser is a user (with the login name root) for whom the protection rules do not apply; he can use special system calls, change protection modes, owners, and groups of files, read any file and write to any file or terminal, and in general do anything he wishes. Command names, when they first occur, are followed by a number in parenthesis; this number is the section number of the manual [5] containing the command. Control characters are represented by prefixing the corresponding printing character with a circumflex; thus, the character obtained by pressing the control key and the 'D' key simultaneously would be written as 'ˆD'.
II. SOME SECURITY HOLES
Breaching security and breaking the system refer to obtaining unauthorized privileges, to subverting protection controls, or to unauthorized disclosure or destruction of data. Violating the authentication mechanisms (which verifies that something is what it claims to be; an example is the header prepended by UNIX mail programs, which identify the sender for the recipient 3 ) is one such breach; another example is an unauthorized obtaining of superuser privileges. The methods described here are those which involve weaknesses of the UNIX operating system or utility programs designed to provide security (such as the secret mail programs). 4 Some installations have removed the offending programs; other installations have modified the program to fix the flaw; still others have done nothing about them. Some of the methods described below are very difficult to use; others can be done by anybody. This list is not, nor could any such list be, exhaustive; however, the major security weaknesses in UNIX about which we know have been listed. 5 One class of security breaches [7] is not discussed at all; this class includes those methods requiring access to the physical components of the computer. This class is omitted because given such access, breaching security is trivial; for example, on a VAX ‡ -11/780, an attacker can become superuser by turning the CPU switch to LOCAL, and typing 'ˆP' on the console. This makes the console talk to the LSI-11; to halt the VAX, the attacker need only type 'H' [8] , [9] . He can then reboot the system in singleuser mode; when it boots, the single user (i.e., the attacker) will be superuser. Other means of acquiring information include taking tapes or disk packs. Determining how best to handle these threats depends completely on the environment of the installation.
Nor is password security discussed. UNIX uses a DES encryption scheme, salted and made deliberately defective to increase the time needed for a dictionary search. 6 An extensive critique [10] concluded that
[o]n the issue of password security, UNIX is probably better than most systems. The use of encrypted passwords appears reasonably secure in the absence of serious attention of experts in the field. 7 
A. Setuid Programs
The Problem A typical problem in systems programming is often posed as a scorekeeping problem [11] . Suppose someone has a game program and wants to keep a record of the highest scores. This file, which will be called the high score file, must be writable by the game program (so it can be kept up to date), but not by anyone else (so that the entries in it are accurate). UNIX solves this problem by providing two sets of identifications for processes. The first set, called the real user identification and group identification (or UID and GID, respectively), indicate the real user of the process. The second set, called the effective UID and GID, indicate what rights the process has, which may be, and often are, different from the real UID and GID. The protection mask contains a bits which is called the setuid bit. (There is another such bit for the effective 3 But read on. 4 Methods of obtaining data by compromising databases are not discussed here. For a good survey of these techniques, see [6] , Chapter 6. 5 We welcome descriptions of other weaknesses; such descriptions may be sent to the author.
‡ VAX is a Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation 6 See crypt(3). 7 [10] , p. 597 GID.) If this bit is not set, the effective UID of the process will be that of the person executing the file; but if the setuid bit is set (so the program runs in setuid mode), the effective UID will be that of the file, not those of the person executing the file. In either case, the real UID and GID are those of the user. So if only the owner of the high score file (who is the user with the same UID as the file) can write on it, the setuid bit of the file containing the game program is turned on, and the UIDs of this file and the high score file are the same, then when someone runs the game program, that process can write into the high score file. In practice, this solution introduces many security problems [12] . All involve the attacker mimicking another user (usually, but not always, the superuser.) Since programs which run in setuid mode change the effective UID, and since this is the UID checked by the system protection routines and by most programs which do any UID checking, such a substitution gives the attacker all the rights of the user with the new UID. This enables an attacker to do many things if elementary precautions are not taken, as these examples will show.
Examples
Example 1: Setuid Programs with Escapes
A common feature of UNIX programs is permitting a user to fork a subshell to run a system command without leaving the program. For example, from within the text editor ed(1), the command '!' will pass the rest of the line line to a subshell for execution [13] . The problem arises when a setuid program which has such a feature fails to reset the effective UID of the subshell to the user's real UID. Thus, to become a superuser, all the attacker needs to do is find a program which is owned by root, has the setuid bit set, and which fails to reset effective UIDs whenever it forks a subshell. The attacker executes the program, enters a subshell, and he is a superuser.
Such a penetration was a frightening possibility on our system; at one time, all our games were root-owned, and at least one would provide the user with a subshell upon request with root. As a result, we checked all games for which we had sources for this flaw (and a surprising number had it!), and created a new user, games, for the game programs. This eliminated that threat to the system-although, as the game involved kept a high score file, unscrupulous users could doctor their scores. (As far as anyone knows, nobody did; this is a compliment to the moral caliber of the game players here.) Example 2: Writable Setuid Programs When a setuid file is writable by anyone, a very serious security hole exists. All an attacker has to do is copy another program, such as the shell, onto that file. When he executes that file, he will have all the owner's privileges. Since some versions of UNIX are distributed with all files readable and writable by everyone, finding an appropriate file can be quite easy.
Example 3: Using the Wrong Startup File
This example is similar to the previous one. Very often, programs begin by reading a file with program options; this saves the user from having to retype the options whenever the program is invoked. Examples of this type of program are readnews(1), error(1), vi(1), and csh(1). These "startup files" have predefined names (often ending in "rc"; for example, the startup files for the four programs named above are .newsrc, .errorrc, .exrc, and .cshrc, respectively) and are usually located in the user's home directory. Normally, this is quite harmless; but when combined with a setuid program, it is a recipe for disaster.
The problem arises in the way some programs, such as csh, determine the user's home directory. If the program uses the real user's home directory instead of the effective user's home directory, the real user controls the program, and can use any options he desires. Worse, if the program involved is a command interpreter like csh, or any program (such as a setuid csh script) which invokes a command interpreter, one can execute any command as the owner of the program. For example, csh uses the value of the shell variable HOME (which is set at login); now, suppose there is a setuid csh script owned by root. A user need only enter the lines cp /bin/csh x chmod 6755 x into the cshrc file in his home directory. Since root can write into his current working directory, after executing the script, there will be a root-owned setuid, setgid shell in the file x in the current working directory.
Since the Bourne shell sh(1) will read commands from a startup file (called ".profile" and residing in the current working directory) only when it is invoked by someone logging in, it is tempting to assume that that shell is not vulnerable to this method of attack. Unfortunately, the Bourne shell decides whether or not it is a login shell by looking at its zeroth argument; if that argument begins with a "-", the shell thinks it has been invoked by someone logging in. So, suppose there is a root-owned setuid Bourne shell (or shell script) called ssh. To set the zeroth argument to "-ssh", merely compile and execute the following C program: main() { execl("ssh", "-ssh", 0); } When ssh starts, its zeroth argument is "-ssh", and so ssh will read the ".profile" file in the current working directory; it then executes the commands in that file-as root! Example 4: Mail Directory
This method relies on a glitch in some mailing systems. Mail programs on UNIX change the UID of the mail file to that of the recipient. If the mail program does not clear the setuid bits of the mail file, and the mail directory is writable, security may be breached easily. For example, to get a shell which is root-owned and has the setuid bit set, an attacker first deletes /usr/spool/mail/root, which is root's mail file, or moves it somewhere else (as on some systems the mail directory /usr/spool/mail is writable by everyone, he can do this). He copies an executable version of a shell into /usr/spool/mail/root and sets the setuid bit. (Since the attacker created /usr/spool/mail/root, the file's UID is that of the attacker and he can set the protection mask as he pleases.) Now, the UID of that file must be changed to root; to do so, the attacker mails root an empty letter. The mailing program changes the owner of the file to root, but leaves the setuid bit on. The attacker then executes root's mail file, which is now a shell that runs setuid to root, and as superuser cleans up the incriminating evidence. (Incidentally, when the mail file is executed, the header from the empty letter is taken to be part of the string table.) Example 5: Appending to an Arbitrary File This method also uses the mailing system. It is possible to mail to an arbitrary file; just name the file rather than giving a recipient. As some mailing programs, such as /bin/mail 8 . are run setuid to root, it can append the letter to any file. This may seem relatively unimportant, because the mail header, which identifies the sender, is prepended to the message before the message is appended to the file; unfortunately, it is easy to make it identify someone else 9 .
8 See binmail(1). 9 See Change Mail Sender I and Change Mail Sender II, below.
This is a result of the delivermail(8) program which Berkeley mailers use to perform the actual delivery. To prevent this, add the following two lines just after the variable declarations in the routine mailfile() in the file "deliver.c" (around line 756):
if (access(filename, 2) < 0) return (EX_CANTCREAT);
Example 6: Carelessness in Setuid Programs
The command su(1) enables one user to substitute another user's real (and effective) UID and GID for his own. This program demands a password and looks in the password file to verify that such a substitution is permissible. As distributed under UNIX version 6, su had a very serious bug. If the password file could not be opened, it provided a shell anyway-with real, and effective, UID and GID set to those of root. Since this can be forced to occur very easily (write a C program to open any file, such as "/dev/null", until the maximum number of open files allowed to a process is reached, and then execl(2) su), it is a problem which should be fixed (and has been on all version 7 and Berkeley UNIXes that we know of.)
Open files do not present the only problem. An attacker can compromise someone seriously if he finds a file which anyone can write on and that is owned by the prospective victim (see Running a Shell Script at a Specified Time in Design Problems, below.) Actually, an attacker can obtain a writable root-owned file by typing the following:
umask 0 passwd \ The umask command (see sh) specifies that any files created are to be created so that anyone can read or write them. Any command which runs setuid to root may be used in place of passwd (1); after any such program is sent the QUIT signal (by typing 'ˆ\'), it terminates and produces a core dump in a file named "core" (such a file is useful for debugging purposes). As the effective UID of the process which produced the core dump was root, the file "core" is owned by root. This file is readable, and writable, by everyone due to the setting of the umask command. The attacker then deletes the contents of "core" and inserts whatever he likes 10 . Another example of carelessness exists in the version 6 login(1) command 11 . In this program, two character arrays, each 80 characters long, were allocated sequentially. After obtaining the user's name, login loaded the second array with the user's enciphered password (obtained from "/etc/passwd".) It then read the user's password (in cleartext) from the terminal and loaded it into the first array, enciphered it, and compared it to the contents of the second array. Unfortunately, it failed to check the length of the input password. So, to become root, a user would type anything (say, "gleep") as the password, pad it with NULs 12 until it was 80 characters long, and then type the ciphertext of "gleep". (Recall that the password encryption routines have traditionally been available to UNIX users.) This encrypted word overwrote the real one, and so login would take the encryption of "gleep" to be the encryption of the root's password-and since it and the encryption of the string in the first array match, login would log the attacker in as root. (Fortunately, this has been fixed in all other versions of the login command.)
Recommended Safeguards
10 To see how this can be useful, see the example Running a Shell Script at a Specified Time, below.) 11 It should be pointed out that some believe this "bug" was intentional; Ken Thompson (one of the original designers of UNIX) denies it. 12 That is, the ASCII character with ordinal number 0.
Care must be used when writing a program that is to be run in setuid mode. Basic programming principles, such as verifying input data, catching signals, and closing sensitive files, cannot be overlooked. A setuid program must always reset the effective UID and GID to the real UID and GID after a fork(2) but before an execl(2). The setuid(2), getuid(2), setgid(2), and getgid(2) system calls are provided for just this purpose; so, the following lines should be put after the call to fork but before the call to execl: setuid(getuid()); setgid(getgid()); Sensitive files and pipes should also be closed before the execl, since the overlaid process will inherit open files and pipes; a very convenient way to do this is to issue the system call 13 .
ioctl(file descriptor, FIOCLEX, NULL); just after a sensitive file is opened. This system call causes the file to be closed whenever a call to execl is successful.
Signal handling is a major problem. After a signal is received, the interrupt routine is called, in which the user may disable or reset the signal. But between the signal's being encountered and its being disabled or reset, another occurrence of the signal will cause the default action to be taken. Thus, even if the program passwd discussed above had handled QUIT signals so as to prevent a core dump, it would still have produced a core image were two QUIT signals typed in succession, very quickly. Clearly, no matter what is done, an attacker can evade any signal-handling procedures. Nevertheless, we recommend attempting to handle the signals, because there is hope that future versions of UNIX will have this bug fixed.
Berkeley UNIX already has fixed it. Its job control features 14 , will hold incoming signals until the interrupt handler has finished processing the current signal. Unfortunately, these mechanisms are not portable to other versions of UNIX, so the decision of using them depends on the need for portability being less than the need for security. With most setuid programs, this is the case; however, a mechanism like this that is both portable and secure would be preferable.
Programs which read user-owned startup files must either restrict the commands or options allowed in those files, or not read those files when running in setuid mode. Csh provides an option to prevent .cshrc files from being read; this should always be used in setuid csh scripts. To do this, make the first line of the script be #! /bin/csh -f In addition, the environment variable HOME should be set to the home directory of the owner of the setuid file immediately upon entry, in case the script invokes another setuid shell.
What should be done with a setuid program which is insecure? A lot depends on the nature of the insecurity. If the problem is a failure to reset the effective UID or GID, the source should be fixed if available; if it is not, and the program cannot be removed, it should be run with a UID and GID other than that of root. (For example, recall how we handled this problem with our games.) The distributing site should be notified and a copy of the object code, with the bug fixed, should be obtained. If all else fails, it may be possible to patch up the executable file using adb(1). (Anyone who wants to do this is welcome to try!) Similar comments apply to programs which do not close sensitive files before an execl, fail to trap signals (although, as was noted, on a non-Berkeley UNIX system, this is a questionable fix), or fail on invalid input.
On those systems (such as the Berkeley 4.1 release) which allow shell scripts to be run in setuid mode, shell variables should be set explicitly within the shell script. For example, if the shell variable PATH were not set, an attacker could write his own version of an innocuous command, set his PATH so that version of the command would be executed, and run the shell script. A variant of this technique, which works only with the Bourne shell, is for an attacker to reset the variable IFS (which indicates which characters are to be treated as blanks by the shell) so that the shell script will call a program, such as the editor, that the attacker can then use to give himself further rights (as, for example by changing root's password.)
No setuid program should ever be writable by anyone other than its owner (and, possibly, the members of its group.) Unfortunately, this requires that the modes of all files be checked (and reset if necessary) periodically; this is extremely tedious if done manually. On our system, we have a program which does the checking and resetting; this requires us to maintain a database of system programs, which is useful in other ways, also. On many systems, the kernel turns off the setuid and setgid bits on the file being written.
A good rule of thumb is that spool directories should not be writable by everyone. This would require programs which deliver mail, and at(1), to be setuid to the appropriate user (usually spool or daemon). Doing this would eliminate most problems involving mail files, and may others involving the use of at (these will be discussed later.) Similarly, the mail delivering programs must turn off all setuid bits in the protection masks of the files to which they deliver mail.
B. Trojan Horses
The lessons of history crop up in surprising places; who would think the ancient Greeks would developed a method which would be used to breach the security of a modern computer system? According to legend, the Greeks captured Troy by building a giant wooden horse and pretending to leave. The Trojans took the horse to be an offering to the gods, and dragged it into the city to obtain their gods' favor. That night, some Greek warriors, concealed inside the horse, crept out and opened the gates of Troy, which the Greek forces, having returned, promptly sacked. The Trojan horse technique for breaching a computer system's security is similar. A program which the attacker wishes someone (call him the victim) to execute is concealed in an innocuous place; when the victim executes it, security is breached. Notice that the actual breaking is done by the victim, although the attacker sets it up, just as the security of Troy was actually breached by the Trojans (the victims) who pulled the horse into the city, even though the Greeks (the attackers) set everything up.
Examples
Example 7: Writing in a Directory on the User's Search Path
To understand how this works, it is necessary to know how the shell locates a program to be executed. (This applies to the Bourne shell [14] , which is the standard shell; other shells may locate commands differently.) There is a variable called PATH which has as its value a list of directories separated by colons. These directories constitute the search path. When a command is given to the shell, it checks to see if any character of the command is '/'. If so, it assumes the command is a path name and executes it. If not, it prefixes the command by the first directory in the search path (followed by a '/') and attempts to execute that program. It does this for each of the directories in the search path. At the first one which does execute, the search is over; if none of them execute, the shell reports failure.
The problem lies in the sequential search. Suppose a user has set his search path to be :/usr/xxx/bin:/usr/bin:/bin (a blank directory name, which precedes the first colon, means the current directory). Moreover, suppose "/usr/xxx/bin" is writable by anyone. The attacker need only write a program to do whatever he wants, copy it into "/usr/xxx/bin" with the same name as a system program, and wait for the victim to execute that system program.
Some shells search for commands a bit differently; for example, C-shell [15] uses a hash table of commands. However, it does not do this for the current directory, a fact many people found out when looking in a certain graduate student's directory. This student created his own version of ls (1), which wrote the command login(1) into the user's ".profile" and ".login" (C-shell equivalent of ".profile") files before listing the files in the directory; in this listing, the entry for ls was suppressed. He then placed a copy of this private program in each of his directories. For the next few days, all users who changed to any of these directories and ran ls had the command login written into their ".profile" or ".login" file. This essentially prevented them from logging in until the login was deleted from the ".login" or ".profile" file.
Example 8: Fake Login Sequence
This Trojan horse technique is very simple and yet quite effective; moreover, if done properly, the victim does not know his security has been compromised. The trap depends on a littlenoticed feature of the login sequence. If the user mistypes his name or password, the message Login incorrect is printed, and the identical sequence is repeated. So, the attacker writes a shell script (call it "x") which prints a false login prompt, copies both the name and password into a file, prints the error message, and then runs login, which will log him off:
: ' shell script to fake a login ' : ' constants: name, password go into FILE ' : ' BANNER is top line on screen ' BANNER='Introductory blurb' FILE=$HOME/suckers : ' ignore interrupts ' trap '' 1 2 3 5 15 : ' clean screen, print intro, ' : ' get name, password ' clear echo $BANNER echo '' echo -n 'login: ' read login stty -echo echo -n 'Password:' read password stty echo echo '' : ' save login name, password in file ' echo $login $password >> $FILE echo 'Login incorrect' : ' exit (by execing login) ' exec login
The attacker then types 15 exec x and goes away. Since this sequence is completely indistinguishable from a genuine login sequence, and since most users will assume they mistyped their password (particularly since it is not echoed) when they see the error message, the victim will never know what happened. Even if he suspects something has happened, all he can do is change his password.
This technique has been used to break UNIX before. According to a (second-hand) account of the incident, some students ran such a shell script on several terminals for six months; then root logged on. What happened next is not recorded; almost certainly, the students logged on as root and made their own copy of the shell owned by root and with the setuid bit on.
One very easy way to eliminate this danger is to ensure that, after an incorrect login, the successive login prompts are different. On one version of UNIX, the first prompt was Login: and successive prompts were Name:. If a user ever got two Login: prompts successively, he knew that his password was known to someone else. (Unfortunately, for some reason this change was deleted from later versions of UNIX) If such a solution is used, the reasons for the change in prompts must be made known to all users; otherwise, someone might not notice whether the first two prompts were the same. Until such a change is made, users must be very careful to notice whether or not they typed their passwords in correctly.
Note that the shell script is a rather primitive way to program this Trojan horse; far more sophisticated traps, in which system programs other than login are imitated, may be written in C.
Recommended Safeguards
By its very nature, a Trojan horse is very difficult to defend against. However, some steps may be taken to reduce the possibility, of falling prey to such a trap. Most importantly, directory modes must be properly set. It is not a good idea to have directories which are writable by everybody in your search path. If such directories must be in your search path, put them after the directories containing the system programs! If the current directory is listed before the directories containing system programs, it is wise to list the contents of another user's directory before changing into that directory.
The problem of bogus system programs can best be handled by typing the full path name of the system command (assuming, of course, all Trojan horse attacks will come from users and not from the system programs.) For example, rather than typing ls to list the contents of a directory, 16 use /bin/ls instead. Also, the variable PATH should be very carefully set; assuming all Trojan horses will come from users rather than the systems staff, it is reasonable not to execute programs other than the system programs except by specifying the full path name. Remember, though, that in this case, the directory "." should not be in your path.
The next obvious question is whether or not system programs can really be trusted. There is really no alternative to doing so; while each user could write private versions of system programs which did not run in setuid mode, setuid system programs cannot be replaced by private programs (because they use resources or take actions which users normally do not have permission to use or take.) The problem lies not in the moral caliber of the system staff, 17 but in that of contributors to the system. Users are usually encouraged to contribute software to their computer system; one may write a program which many people find useful, and rather than rewriting it, the system staff will simply ask that user to permit them to move it to a public area. Similarly, programs may be obtained from other computer installations or the distributors. But, unless the source code for each new system program or program and operating system updates is obtained, checked, and recompiled, it may be a Trojan horse. Merely checking the source is not enough; the binary must be recompiled from the source because binary files may be edited by using debuggers such as adb. Unfortunately, few system staffs have the time or the manpower to check every line of code added to the system. Hence, the assumption of system programs being trustworthy is questionable at best.
Dennis Ritchie tells a story illustrating this. Ken Thompson once broke the C preprocessor by having it check the name of the program it was compiling. If this program was "login.c", it inserted code allowing one to log in as anyone by supplying either the regular password or a special, fixed password. If this program was the C preprocessor itself, it inserted code which determined when the appropriate part of "login.c" was being compiled, as well as code to determine when to insert the special code which determined when the appropriate part of "login.c" was being compiled. 18 Thus, once the executable version of the C preprocessor was installed on the system, these "features" were self-reproducing; the doctored source code did not even have to be installed! (This version of the C preprocessor was never included in any distribution of UNIX, of course.)
How questionable depends on the environment, and since each installation's environment is unique, no set of rules would be valid. The need for security must be weighed against such things as the complexity of security procedures, whether or not the data being protected really needs to be kept confidential, and the attitude of programmers and managers towards the security procedures and the need for security. If security is paramount, such as for a bank's computers, system programs and updates must be checked very carefully, but if security is not so important, as in many research organizations, the systems staff can be somewhat less suspicious of programs. Each installation management must judge its own requirements. 19 A far more dangerous Trojan horse involves terminals; this is discussed in the next section.
C. Terminal Troubles
The Problem UNIX takes a unique view of devices; to the user, and to all non-kernel programs, a terminal is just another file, with the UID of the person logged in on it, and the protection mask set to let anyone write to it, and only the owner read from it. If the owner prefers not to let others write to his terminal, he may use mesg(1) to turn off this permission. Moreover, a program called biff (1) makes use of the execution bit; when set, the user is notified of the arrival of mail asynchronously and the first few lines are printed.
This unified view of files and devices has many effects which make UNIX such a simple operating system to use. Terminal modes can be changed by system programs; for example, pr(1) and nroff (1) deny other users the ability to write to the terminal upon which their output is being printed. If a terminal is left in a bizarre state, a user can reset the modes from another terminal. And just as output can be directed to a file, so can it be redirected to another terminal upon which the owner of the process can write.
A brief description of how UNIX handles input and output will clarify much of what follows. When a program begins to execute, it has three open files associated with it, namely the standard input, the standard output, and the standard error files. Open files are numbered 0, 1, and so on; these numbers are called 18 The preprocessor did not insert this code if the option -P was given. 19 See Section IV in [16] for a discussion of these, and other, factors.
file descriptors. Initially, the standard input's file descriptor is 0, the standard output's file descriptor is 1, and the standard error's file descriptor is 2. All file referencing within the program is done in terms of file descriptors. Unless redirected, all three of these files are associated with the terminal of the user who invoked the program. The standard error, like the standard output, is written to; it is used for error messages, since the standard output is very often redirected (for example, into a pipe.) Each file may be redirected independently of the others, and redirection may be done either by the command interpreter (see [14] , [15] ) or the program itself (see [17] ).
As we shall show, this flexibility and power causes problems. Using very simple techniques which take advantage of the similarity between terminals and files, a attacker can spy on another user, wreak havoc with his files, and in general make life miserable for whomever he wants. The advent of video terminals and their very sophisticated capabilities multiplies this danger, particularly since the users who demand very sophisticated terminals are usually those users with superuser privileges. This renders the system very vulnerable to an attacker who notices a user working as root on such a terminal.
Examples
Example 9: Stty
Stty (1) is a program to set terminal options. To understand its full potential, one must realize that in most cases it does not act on the terminal directly, but on the standard output 20 . Normally, since the terminal and the standard output are the same, everything works well. But it is amazing what an attacker can do to someone else with this command.
For example, stty has an option to turn on (or off) the echoing of characters. This can be used to annoy people (this happened to the author during an editing session), but it has a more dangerous application. When reading passwords during the login sequence, UNIX turns off the echo, so there will be no record of what the password is (if a hardcopy terminal is being used), and so someone looking over the shoulder of the person logging in will not be able to read the user's password. With stty, the echo can be turned back on, if the attacker does so just after the password prompt is printed.
Far more dangerous is the option raw. The command stty raw > /dev/tty33 will turn on raw mode; in this mode, characters are read as they are typed and none of the special characters (such as erase character, erase line, interrupt, or quit) have special meaning. On most terminals, this is annoying; for instance, the user cannot usê D to log out since it is not read as an end of file character, and the user must use the newline character, and not a carriage return, to end a command line. The only remedy is to go to another terminal and use stty to turn off raw mode. To prevent even this, an attacker need only execute the shell commands while true do stty raw > /dev/tty33 done The effect of putting some terminals, such as the ADDS Regent 40, in raw mode is completely different. With these terminals, if the Bourne shell is used, the shell is completely disabled; the user will get no response at all. Hence, the user cannot even log out! As before, the only remedy is to turn off raw mode from another terminal; in this case, the while loop would for all practical purposes disable terminal 33. If C-shell is being used, however, the next character the user types will log him out. Although an extremely rude shock to an unsuspecting victim, it is at least better than what the regular shell does; the user is not left with a useless terminal, since the login procedure resets terminal modes (during which raw mode is turned off).
Other programs can be used in this manner; for example, the program clear(1), which erases a terminal screen, writes the character sequence to do so on its standard output. So, if terminal 33 and the attacker's terminal use the same sequence of characters to clear the screen, the commands while true do clear > /dev/tty33 done will effectively disable terminal 33. There are many commands which can be used in this fashion; unlike stty, however, not even logging out will render terminal 33 usable.
Example 10: Change Mail Sender I
This technique can be used to strike terror into the hearts of one's fellow users 21 . The important detail is to know how to move the cursor about the screen of the victim's terminal. In the body of the letter, the attacker includes control codes to have the cursor overwrite the name of the real sender with that of the fake sender. For example, on an ADDS Regent 40 terminal, the controls areˆF to move the cursor forward,ˆU to move it backwards,ˆZ to move it up, andˆJ to move it down [18] . Then, if the attacker wants to fake a letter from mab, he needs to type the strinĝ ZˆFˆFˆFˆFˆFmabˆUˆUˆUˆUˆUˆJ on the first line after invoking the command /bin/mail 22 . A similar technique may be used for other mail programs.
This can be used to breach security, although in a less reliable manner than other methods. The attacker uses this technique to forge a letter from one person (say, the system administrator) to a system programmer asking the programmer to do something. Of course, if the system programmer ever asks his superior about the letter, the attempted penetration will be discovered, and by examining the real header, the perpetrator may be found. Hence this method is less likely to be used than others.
This does not work if the mail program used prints the headers of waiting letters (Berkeley's Mail(1) program does this.) But many mail programs print the header and the body together, and the overwriting usually occurs so fast that it is not noticeable.
Example 11: Downloading to a Terminal
This Trojan horse is both obvious and subtle. When one thinks of it, the first question is why one did not think of it sooner.
To use this method, the victim must have a terminal which will permit programs to be downloaded from the computer to the terminal's function keys, or the ability to do a block send; many video terminals will do at least one if not both. Programming the function keys is easy; a sequence of control characters is sent to the terminal, followed by the program, followed by some other control characters. As the terminal is just another file to UNIX, the attacker need only write the appropriate sequence of control characters and the command to the user's terminal, and then conceal what was done by judicious use of erase commands. When the victim presses the right function key button, the trap is sprung.
As an example, here is a sequence of characters which load the string rm -f * into the function key PF1 of an Ann Arbor Ambassador terminal [19] :
[P\'H{RM} \-{F} *˜Jˆ[ \ where the pair 'ˆ[' is the escape key (the key in the upper row, on the right, labelled 'ESC').
If the victim's terminal does not have the ability to download programs into function keys, but does have the ability to send blocks of text from the screen to the computer, that is sufficient. The attacker writes his commands onto the terminal screen, positions the cursor properly (exactly how varies from terminal to terminal), and sends the "block send" character control sequence. He then uses the erasing abilities of the video terminal to clean up the traces.
Some terminals, which have programmable microprocessors in them, can be targets of a variation of this tactic. The attacker writes a program which, when run by the microprocessor, sends a sequence of characters to the host computer; he then downloads this program to the terminal. The computer will interpret the sequence of characters from that program as a command from the user at that terminal. This variation is not really a Trojan horse technique, since the victim need do nothing; but it is very effective, particularly when the program erases the characters from the screen. The BBN BitGraph terminals are particularly vulnerable to this, for example, with their "load and execute" control sequence [20] .
An interesting variation arises with a terminal which permits the contents of its display to be read, such as some Hazeltine terminals [21] , [22] . Using the control sequences to do this, in combination with the cursor control sequences, an attacker can construct an image of the screen of the target terminal, including characters sent from the computer to the terminal. If the user on that terminal happens to be reading confidential data, such as the password for root, the attacker will see that too. For this, however, the user has to be able to read from the terminal; this should never be permitted (not just for security reasons.)
Incidentally, this problem is not unique to UNIX systems, and has been known for a long time. There is an anecdote, possibly apocryphal, about a user who wrote a program with the name "crashsystem." Some systems programmers happened to be looking through listings of user programs, saw this, became curious, and ran it. It worked; the system crashed. It took several hours to bring the system up; they informed the user who wrote the program that such initiative was not appreciated and that he was to delete it immediately. A few weeks later, these same programmers noticed that the same user still had a program called "crashsystem." The systems staff was rather incensed, and decided to look at it to learn what it did rather than testing it. They went to a monitor and instructed the computer to display the program. Immediately, the monitor displayed "time sharing system is down" and promptly hung. This time, the systems staff had to take the machine down and then bring it back up. Needless to say, they were curious what had happened; it turned out that the user had typed the words "time sharing system is down" into the file, and followed it by a huge number of NULs. When the monitor was printing these NUL characters, it would not accept input; hence, it would not respond to the system programmers' commands and appeared hung. (This story dates from the late 1960's; it obviously did not involve UNIX.)
Recommended Safeguards
Preventing an attacker from tampering with a terminal is virtually impossible in UNIX; this is a direct result of the friendly environment under which it is supposed to operate. At first glance, preventing others from writing to a terminal would seem to be sufficient; the program mesg may be used for this. However, in addition to preventing everyone (except the user and the superuser) from writing to the terminal, it only solves the problem with stty and not the other programs which also present this threat. Another solution to prevent resetting of terminal modes by an attacker is to modify stty to force it to change modes only on the terminal from which it is run; however, this would prevent someone from using it to fix another terminal at which he is logged in. Such changes would also be needed for many other programs.
Another possible solution involves restricting the set of programs by means of which a user may write to another user's terminal. All such programs are made setgid to a group (call it ttygroup) to which no user belongs. The files corresponding to the terminals (the names of which begin with "/dev/tty") are set so that the owner (that is, the person using the terminal) can read from and write to the terminal, and only the group ttygroup can write to the terminal. (Mesg toggles this last permission, as expected.) Finally, the programs which are setgid to ttygroup are modified to strip out all dangerous sequences of control characters.
While disallowing all incoming messages would prevent attackers from downloading to a terminal, it would not prevent compromise by a Trojan horse type attack. All an attacker needs to do is mail the victim a letter containing the appropriate control characters. When the user reads the letter, the control characters are sent to the terminal and interpreted. With Berkeley UNIX, there is an even more serious problem-the program biff, which asynchronously notifies one that mail has arrived and prints the first few lines. Even displaying a file containing unknown information is dangerous.
Another way to solve this problem would be to rewrite the terminal driver to print all control characters as visible sequences (except, of course, for such characters as tab, newline, carriage return, and bell). The disadvantage to this solution is that no graphics programs will work. As a compromise, the terminal driver might be modified so that programs which would use control characters in their output would signal the driver, which would then ask the user whether to pass such characters through to the terminal, or print them as visible character sequences. This would permit the user to run graphically-oriented programs (such as system monitoring programs or games), yet would prevent someone else from sending control characters to the terminal. Note the user, not the program, indicates whether control characters are to be passed on; if the program did it, no protection would be provided. Note also this capability must be in the terminal driver, and not the program, because of the ability of users to write programs that send characters to other terminals. In addition, the driver will have to be notified at the end of every non-background process so that it can reset itself, if necessary; this would require some modifications to the kernel as well as to the terminal driver.
Such a change to the driver and kernel is still in the future. Currently, some steps may be taken to minimize this problem. When looking at a file the contents of which are unknown, use a program which prints control characters as visible sequences. If possible, use a mail-reading program which does the same thing. Solutions other than the one outlined above are also being studied; but for now, UNIX users can only be very careful when working on such a terminal; these terminals should never be used by root.
D. Networks and Remote Mail
The Problem A network is a link that connects two or more machines; its most common use is for sending data between computers. UNIX has several such networks; the two best known are the uucp(1) network [23] , developed at Bell Laboratories, and the Berknet network [24] , developed at Berkeley. As usual, the computer on which a request for the network is made will be called the originating machine; the computer which is being communicated with will be called the remote machine.
Uucp is implemented as a remote user. One site will call another, and the caller will act just like a user on a dialin line; it will log on, using the login name uucp. However, instead of the standard command interpreter, uucp uses one that limits sharply the commands which can be run. This command interpreter, called uucico, will execute the appropriate uucp program or transmit the appropriate data to the "user." Berknet, on the other hand, is implemented as a set of daemons, each waiting for some request to come. When one does come, it invokes the standard shell and runs the command after resetting the spawned shell's UID and GID to that of the user making the request. To permit people on one machine without an account on a remote machine to run commands such as who (1), a user, network, is provided; when a program is run under the login name of network, a special command interpreter, called nsh, is used. In both uucp and Berknet, the command interpreters provided check that the commands are allowed to be run (each network has its own criteria for this), and then invoke one of the system's command interpreters.
Networks often unintentionally provide remote machines with loopholes which an attacker at a remote site can use to gain access to programs and files which are believed to be protected. Moreover, some networks can be used to subvert controls such as accounting on the host machine. Examples of both these subversions are discussed below.
Examples
Example 12: Uux, Net, and Remote Command Execution
The set of UNIX-to-UNIX communications programs provide several possibilities for breaching security. Two such holes involve mailing from one site to another, and executing a program remotely using uux (1) .
The first involves mailing letters. Berkeley's delivermail program is used by all mailers on Berkeley UNIX to perform the actual mail delivery. It provides a very sophisticated mailing service; it can forward mail not only to users, but also to files (by appending the mail to the file), and to other programs using pipes. These last features are security holes. For example, to run command on a remote system (call it macha), an attacker need only execute mail 'macha!|command' <any input to command> D Then, on macha, command will be executed with the body of the letter as input by the uucp daemon, which has the UID uucp. Similarly, input can be appended to any file on macha that the uucp daemon can write on by the command mail macha!filename <anything to be appended> D This can be disastrous, because it would enable other sites to read or alter privileged files (such as the file /usr/lib/uucp/L.sys, which contains a list of places which can communicate via uucp with the computer-and it includes telephone numbers and passwords!) Fortunately, on all Berkeley systems of which we know, both loopholes have been fixed.
The program uux has two serious flaws in it. To understand these flaws, the reader should be aware of how uux and its companion program, uuxqt (which actually executes the command at the remote site) parse the command line [25] . All sites (that is, all sites which care about their security) restrict uuxqt to running a few safe commands only (usually, the list is rmail, rnews, uusend(1), and uuname). The parser will read the first word of the command, check it against this list, and then append the rest of the command until one of the characters ';', 'ˆ', or '|' is encountered. These characters all signify that one command has ended and another may follow. The next word of the command is checked against the list of allowed commands; this process continues until the command line is set up. Then a Bourne shell is forked and the command executed. (It should be said that the search path is usually restricted to two or three directories, such as /bin, /usr/bin, and /usr/ucb.)
There are two problems. First, one command separator, '&', has been omitted. So, an attacker typing uux "macha!rmail anything & command" will execute command on macha. Second, the character '' is also not checked for; hence, if the attacker types uux macha!rmail ''command'' command will also be executed on macha. Note that the command is invoked with the real (and effective) UID uucp (not root), and the command between the '''s (or following the '&') cannot have pipes or redirected input or output (uux would take these to refer to the whole command, rather than the part in ''), or use the character '!' (which uux would interpret to be a computer name and not pass to the remote site). It also must be in the search path of uuxqt, and rmail must be a command which uuxqt is allowed to execute. (This is true on all systems we know of.) As an example, to look at the file /usr/lib/uucp/L.sys on macha, by mailing himself the output from the command cat /usr/lib/uucp/L.sys all an attacker on machb needs to type is this: This will cause uuxqt to treat the characters '&' and '`' as beginning new commands. Net(1) suffers from similar flaws. Although when asked to run programs as a named user (other than network), no command checking is done, a check similar to that of uux is done when the user is network. Unfortunately, in this case only two things are checked: first, whether or not the first word in the command is the name of a program that may be executed as the user network, and second, whether or not the command takes any arguments. Hence, all that an attacker need do is use a command which meets these conditions, such as who, and any of the methods discussed for uux, and he can execute any command as network on the remote machine. As an example, an attacker issuing the command net \-l network \-m macha \-who '\'/bin/sh\'' ls /usr/xxx D would have the output from "ls /usr/xxx" written back to him. The modifications needed to correct this insecurity must be made to nsh, the network command interpreter (just before line 103), and are just like the tests that uux makes.
Example 13: Sending Files to the Wrong Machine
There is another set of security problems with uucp which, although harder to take advantage of, can result in files being sent to the wrong system; if the data is confidential or proprietary, this may be disasterous. An explanation of how uucp determines what files to send to a remote site is in order here. There are three types of files (excluding accounting files) used by uucp: work files, data files, and execute files. These files have names the format of which is type . remote-site grade number where type identifies the kind of file (C for a work file, D for a data file, and X for an execute file), remote-site is the name of the site to which the file is to be sent (it is at most seven letters long), grade is a character indicating the priority of the transfer, and number is a four digit sequence number. Uucp scans its spool directory looking for work files; it makes a list of all systems to be called, and then calls each system and processes the work files. Notice in particular that the remote site is determined from the work file name; actually, the 'C.' is discarded and then a routine that determines if one string is a prefix of another is called to check the system name. This is the first security hole; the prefix routine checks only for a prefix and not that the prefix and the remote-site are the same. Hence, if there are two remote sites the name of one of which is a prefix of the name of the other, the first site will get the uucp files for both. That is, if a site is linked to two remote sites (call them vax and vax1), then commandfiles for these sites would be C.vaxA1234 (for site vax) and C.vax1A5678 (for site vax1). Hence, when uucp makes a pass through the directory to determine which sites to send to, it will assume that, since vax is a prefix of the second work file (after the 'C.' has been discarded), both work files concern the site vax. The correction, fortunately, is easy; in the body of the while loop in the routine gtwrk(), (in the file "anlwrk.c" around line 146), change if (!prefix(pre, filename)) continue; to if (!prefix(pre, filename) || strlen(filename) -strlen(pre) != 5) continue; The second bug involves work files not being closed properly. When uucp initiates a call to another site, the program uucico calls the remote site and begins copying files from the originating site to that remote site. To determine what files to copy, it opens work files in the uucp spool directory for that remote site and reads the command lines from those files. Unfortunately, if the connection is broken, and uucico connects to a different remote site, it continues reading command lines from the file for the first remote site even though it is now connected to a different site. If the command in that file requires a data file to be moved to the first site, it actually gets copied to the second instead. As with the previous bug, the fix is rather simple. In "cntrl. There is another bug in uucp which, although very minor, enables users to access the names and dialup numbers of systems which uucp calls (this information is normally protected.) The debugging commands are usually not disabled when uucp is installed; hence, any user who invokes the command uucico with debugging on will obtain names and telephone numbers of sites to which the local site is connected by uucp. The solution, of course, is to turn off debugging; this is most easily done by defining the macro DEBUG (in "uucp.h" around line 52) to be null.
Example 15: Networks and the Accounting System
This method provides a way to have files stored under another UID and GID; this is useful when disk quotas are being checked. The technique uses uucp, a program that copies files from one UNIX system to another. Files copied by it are owned by the user uucp; and as uucp does not prevent one from copying files on the same machine, saying mv y x uucp x y rm x makes uucp the owner of file "y". Of course, it is still readable by everyone, including the perpetrator. Restricting uucp to work only between machines is not enough; in that case, the attacker could say uucp x macha!/tmp/x rm -f x uucp macha!/tmp/x x (assuming the machine has a uucp-link to macha).
The Berknet handles this by creating a zero-length file owned by the user, and then copying the requested file into that [26] . It will prevent files from being copied on the same machine. Unfortunately, it provides a user, called network, which is allowed to do inter-machine copying. So, if two machines are linked by Berknet, and the attacker has access to both, the following sequence of commands will leave file "/usr/xxx/y" owned by the user network:
On macha: netcp -l network /usr/xxx/y macha:/tmp/y rm -f /usr/xxx/y chmod 777 /usr/xxx On machb:
netcp -l network /tmp/y macha:/usr/xxx/y rm -f /tmp/y On macha:
chmod 755 /usr/xxx (This sequence assumes that the attacker owns the directory "/usr/xxx".)
Recommended Safeguards
Networks must be designed with care if security is to be a consideration. In particular, the designers and implementors of the network must know how the command interpreters which users on the network will be able to access work, and if any such command interpreter is changed in any way, the network programs should be updated to reflect this change. The first example illustrates this point. Either the implementors of uux forgot about '&' and '`', or when a new shell was written to use these characters, the network software was not updated; the Berknet implementor appears not to have considered them. Fortunately, patching these oversights was easy.
A better approach would have been for the networks not to use the system command interpreters at all; rather, it should run the commands itself, either directly or by using its own command interpreter which did not invoke any of the system command interpreters. The danger of using the standard interpreters is that as they change, the network security checking must also be changed or else a security loophole would be opened. The advantage of a private shell is that the verification routines can be built right in; there is no longer the danger of using obscure or new features to defeat these mechanisms, since commands using features unknown to the private shell will simply not be executed, whether or not they are known to the system shell.
Such an implementation would not, alas, solve the accounting problem. Files may be copied from one machine to another by using the cat(1) program and collecting output; hence, this could be treated like any other command (and rejected when output is to be owned by the user network or uucp). The problem of transferring files over several machines arises. With commands, this is no problem, since the command packets are just copied until they reach the target machine, and are executed there. But as the command packets move over the intermediate machines, someone must own them; the users network and uucp are used for this. The same is true for copying files and sending mail; intermediate machines would have to provide a user to own the files and mail while en route to the destination machine. (Once there, the owner would be reset to the recipient.) The crude solution of eliminating users such as uucp and network would therefore severely impair the usefulness of the networks. There appears to be no good intermediate solution to this problem.
E. Design Problems
The Problem UNIX is a system which grew from a small environment, in which the users were all implementors, to a much larger one. Sadly, the care and planning which characterizes the UNIX kernel has not been carried over to the programs and higher-level system routines; some of these are poorly designed, and others are downright dangerous. A prime example of this is the login bug described in Setuid Programs above; but there are others, as these next examples will show.
Examples
Example 16: Saving Secret Mail
For some letters, ordinary UNIX mail is not secure enough. There are a set of programs which provide a more secure mailing environment, called secret mail. When a letter is sent via secret mail, it is encrypted using a program which simulates a one-rotor machine based on the German Enigma cryptographic device. 23 Each user of secret mail registers his key with this system, and whenever a letter is mailed to him via secret mail, it is encrypted with his key. (People who do not register a secret mail key can neither send nor receive secret mail.) To read incoming secret mail, the user invokes a program called xget(1) which prompts him for his secret mail key, and uses that key to decrypt his incoming secret mail. The user can then delete the message, or save it somewhere. The problem is that xget saves the unencrypted letters in a file which is not read protected. In some cases, such as when the superuser password is sent via secret mail (the usual practice on our system), this is not desirable.
The easiest way to fix this is to modify xget. Xget uses the standard I/O library to create files in which to save mail, and this library creates files which anyone can read. So, if the line 24 chmod(p, 0600); is inserted after the save file is opened (around line 83 in the file xget.c), this problem will be fixed. Example 17: Change Mail Sender II This is an example of how using a library function for authenticating a message without understanding exactly how it works can lead to a security hole. The sender of a letter, as indicated before, is printed in a header that is prepended to the letter; UNIX mailers take pains to get the login name of the user sending it, rather than using his effective or real UID. (The reason is to prevent someone from changing to another user's UID and then mailing letters as that user. Whether or not this is desirable is debatable; for purposes of discussion, we shall assume it is.) It does this by invoking a standard library routine called getlogin(3).
According to [5] , "[g]etlogin returns a pointer to the login name as found in /etc/utmp." Although accurate, this description is very misleading; it does not say whose login name is returned. To get this name, getlogin obtains the terminal name (how, we will see in a minute), and uses that to access the right login name in "/etc/utmp" (which is a file containing the names of users currently logged in and the terminal name on which each is logged). The terminal name is obtained by checking if the standard input is a terminal and if so, that terminal's name is used; if not, it repeats this procedure for the standard output and standard error files in that order. Herein lies the catch; the login name associated with the standard input, output, or error is returned, not the login name associated with the process. So what happens if the first of these files associated with a terminal has been redirected to another user's terminal? The other user's login name will be returned.
As all mail programs (and a good many others) use getlogin, it is quite easy to defeat the authentication mechanism. If an attacker wants to mail vic a letter and have the sender be listed as tim (who 23 While secure for short letters, it is not secure for long ones [27] . 24 See chmod (2) .
is currently logged in and using terminal 33), he types the message to be sent in a file (call it "x"), and then issues the command mail vic < x > /dev/tty33 As mail programs do not print anything on the standard output file (only on the standard error file), even if there is an error, nothing will be written to terminal 33 and tim will never know what happened. If vic relies on the authentication mechanisms in the mailers, he will be fooled completely, as tim will be listed as the originator of the letter. Any program which uses getlogin for verification or authentication may be attacked in this way.
The best solution would be not to use getlogin at all; indeed, [5] gives the procedure for identifying the real user of the process 25 . However, if the login name of the user of the program is required, a far safer guess may be made by opening the file "/dev/tty" and using its file descriptor. Since this file is always associated with the terminal controlling the process (that is, the terminal at which the process was begun), it will generate the correct user name. (Of course, some care must be taken to be sure that the person using the terminal did not log in after the process was begun.)
There are some other programs, such as write (1), which obtain the user's login name from "/etc/utmp" after determining the terminal name associated with the standard error file. Needless to say, this is just as reprehensible as using getlogin, and may be fixed in the same way.
Example 18: Running a Shell Script at a Specified Time
This method is similar to the setuid methods of compromise. It is possible to ask that a program be executed at a specific time, say 4:00 AM next morning, by using a program called at. For example, to see who is on the system at 4:00 AM, and what is running then, create a file (call it "x") and put the following into it:
who > whatsat4 ps a >> whatsat4 Then type at 4:00am x Next morning, any time after 4:00 AM, you will find in your current directory a file named "whatsat4" that contains the output of the two commands.
The problem arises from the way at works. It creates a shell script in the directory "/usr/spool/at" which sets up the environment to be what it was when the at command was issued. It determines when the program is to be run by the file name, which looks like "82.052.0400.46", where 82 is the last two digits of the year, 052 is the day (of the year) on which the file is to be run, 0400 is the time of day at which the file is to be run, and 46 is generated from the process number (to ensure file names are unique). It determines who asked the program to be run by the UID and GID of the file. Here is the hole.
As the directory "/usr/spool/at" is writable by everyone, anybody can create a file in it. As it is on the same file system as "/usr/spool/mail", anybody can use ln(1) to link a mailbox to a file in "/usr/spool/at". As linking does not change either the UID or GID of a file, the entry in "/usr/spool/at" has the UID and GID of the owner of the mail file. So, to do something as superuser, the attacker need only link "/usr/spool/mail/root", which is root's mailbox, to a file in "/usr/spool/at" named in such a way that it will be executed sometime (say, an hour) in the future. Then, he writes a shell script to do whatever he likes, and mails it to root. The mail program will put the letter into root's mailbox. When at executes the linked file, it will run the set of commands mailed to root as though root had requested it (since the UID and GID of the file are those of root), Note that there may be other mail in root's mailbox; the shell spawned to run the at job will treat those lines as invalid commands, and ignore them.
Berkeley mail programs provide what seems to be a solution; mail can be forwarded from one user to another by use of an aliasing capability (for example, all mail to root goes to our systems programmer). Unfortunately, the program which does the actual delivering, called delivermail has an option to disable aliasing. So by using this program, mail can still be sent directly to root's mailbox regardless of any aliases. Also, aliasing is not possible for all users (somebody has to get the mail, and that person could then be impersonated).
Incidentally, even though this hole forces the attacker to run programs from a shell script, don't think that it's any less dangerous than the first method. The attacker could simply mail to root commands to copy a shell into one of the attacker's private directories and then set the setuid bit. As soon as this is done, the attacker executes this version of the shell, and his effective UID and GID are those of root. He then need only edit root's mailbox to clean up all traces of what was done.
One possible way to fix at would be to rewrite the cron(8) utility so that it looks in each user's home directory for the file ".crontab", and if there executes the commands listed at the times indicated. Then, at would add another line in the ".crontab" file, indicating what script is to be run and when; then, it would modify the script to set up the environment properly, and delete both the script and the corresponding line from the ".crontab" file after the script has been executed. This does have some disadvantages, such as the need for the script to remain in the user's directory until executed, but such inconveniences are minor when compared to the benefits.
Under any circumstances, at must be changed so that it uses the real UID of the user executing it, rather than the UID of the shell script; one way to do this (without rewriting at completely) is to make at setuid to root, and use chown(2) to set the script's UID and GID properly. Such a solution has the disadvantage of introducing yet another program which runs setuid to root, but it has the advantage of preventing compromise by the methods discussed above (of course, the at spool directory could no longer be writable by everyone; otherwise, reading somebody's mail would be simple.)
One final comment. On most systems, there are easier ways to obtain root-owned files writable by everyone (some of these ways were covered in the examples of carelessness in writing setuid programs, above) but this method will work even if no such rootowned files can be obtained. The reason is that the mail file is in effect writable by everyone; to write on it, one need only mail to root.
Recommended Safeguards
This category of errors merely demonstrates the effects of Weinberg's Second Law 26 as applied to some system programs. All too often, designs are not carefully thought out (as was the case with getlogin and at), programs are not debugged thoroughly enough (as the version 6 login bug showed), or the programmer forgets the purpose of the program (as in xget). The only solution is for system programmers and contributors to be very careful, to think out their design well, and never forget security where it is a consideration of the program. Good programming style 27 , combined with common sense, will save users of the program, as well as the programmer, endless grief.
